Activity 20 minutes
Readworks and find Multiple Main Ideas

Grade 6, 7, 8
Class ELA and Reading
Teacher Lindsay

Key Content/Modeling
1. Watch the youtube on Multiple Main Ideas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjrwi_FCQS4
2. Go to Readworks.org and pick a passage
3. Email me what the Main Idea is...
dlindsa1@tacoma.k12.wa.us
4. Write (type in Word Doc) 1 paragraph of "WHY do paragraphs need a main idea?" and share with me on TEAMS

Link for FREE Audibles
Look for any book you want --

You Try
4. CHOOSE ONE (1) Article and completely read and do quiz/vocab assignments

Show me what you know (Proof of learning)
5. EMAIL me -- dlindsa1@tacoma.k12.wa.us
Main idea of article

Self-Assessment
What is something NEW that you found out? It can be from the reading or not.

Priority Standard(s):
- Determine two or more central ideas in a text and analyze

What am I learning?
State the main idea/s of a text using textual evidence

How do I know I learned?
Learning Evidence in 1-3 Descriptors
Write about the main idea and find at least 2 pieces of textual evidence for each main idea

Extra Learning Opportunities
What would you like to know more about? RESEARCH 2 more articles and write one paragraph.